
Enable Layton Primary School to update its mobile 
assets more frequently, which allows its pupils and 
staff more regular access to the latest mobile 
technologies.

THE ECONOCOM TOUCH

An as-a-service mobile solution, called BOS, reducing 
the complexity of purchasing with simple monthly 
payments making it possible for Layton to refresh its 
entire estate. 

One single subscription tailored to Layton’s specific 
needs, including 160+ iPads Wi-Fi & Pro for students & 
teachers, supported with end-to-end services: delivery, 
Device Enrolment Programme, next day swap warranty, 
collection & recycling.

THE SOLUTION

Layton Primary School’s previously purchased iPad 
devices needed to be replaced. Due to a lack of 
budget, Layton could only afford to refresh half of 
them. 

Layton was looking for a smarter alternative than 
upfront payment to refresh its entire estate, while 
optimising its budget. Lifecycle services to 
support the devices were also required to save 
Layton effort and time.

ADDED VALUE:

THE CHALLENGE

LAYTON PRIMARY SCHOOL, IMPROVING THE INDEPENDENT LEARNING SKILLS OF ITS 
PUPILS VIA INNOVATIVE MOBILE DEVICES

IN THEIR OWN WORDS…

FOR LAYTON PRIMARY SCHOOL

100% of devices refreshed 

One single monthly price including devices and 
expert services, saving Layton significant time
and money, while providing peace of mind 

No ownership burden 

FOR PUPILS

Providing a wide range of digital experiences for 
children through which they will acquire knowledge 
and develop skills, which can be applied both now 
and in later life.

Our BOS subscription allows us to be at the forefront 
of the technological progression across the entire 
school. The simplicity of BOS was a key driver for us: 
it’s a subscription including devices and services in 
one simple package. Added-value services such as 
the next-day swap warranty over the entire contract 
term is perfect for peace of mind.

Lisa Sheldon,  School Business Manager160 iPads with cases, keyboards and pencils

A paperless process using 
electronic signature, with 

deployment in one go 
just a few days after 

contracts were e-signed

100%

WE DID IT! 
FAST ROLL-OUT

Layton Primary School is a large institution with 600+ pupils, recognised as an Apple Distinguished School for its continuous innovation 
in learning, teaching, school environment and unique implementation of Apple technology.

Mobile estate 
refreshed

VOLUME

IMPACT


